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STAO’s Twitter Professional Learning Network (PLN) 

With the growth in technology and social media, teachers have realized that they can connect with other 

professionals beyond the walls of their own school through Twitter, Facebook, Google+, Instagram and can 

curate (and find) resources on Pinterest. 
 
Edublogs has a great definition of PLNs at http://teacherchallenge.edublogs.org/pln-challenge-1-what-the-

heck-is-a-pln/ 
 

The Personal: 
Having a PLN is about making connections and building personal relationships with teachers, 
school administrators, university professors, and experts around the world. No matter where you are 
in the world, there’s always someone online available to answer questions, share their expertise, 
and simply chat about what’s happening in their lives and classrooms. 
The Learning: 
Having a PLN is about sharing ideas and resources, collaboration, and learning. We may share our 
learning, ideas and expertise in different ways; using different media and tools, but the essence is 
the same: the PLN is simply the best professional development you will ever participate in – and it’s 
available 24/7. 
The Network: 
The defining feature of the PLN is that it is a global learning network, enabling people to tap into and 
share diverse, global perspectives on teaching strategies, educational issues, and technologies. If 
takes time and effort to build these connections, but it’s well worth the effort.” 
  

➲ Twitter ← 

Follow these steps to set up a Twitter account: 
1. Go to:  https://www.twitter.com 

 
2. Enter your: 

a. Name   or  “handle”.  For example, STAO’s handle is @staoapso 

Hints: your name should be short, identify with you and be professional. For a PLN, you want 

to be open enough so people know who you are. 
b. e-mail (decide if you want to use your personal or school e-mail) 

c. Password 

 
3. Include a picture: 

While this is optional, it is a good idea.  Remember,  it’s a professional network so people will 

want to have an idea with whom they are communicating.  In addition, many tweeters will not 

follow you without a picture, thinking you are a spammer. 
You may upload a picture – or create an avatar of yourself. 
 
You can create an avatar at:  

  https://www.bitstrips.com/create/avatar/  
  http://www.voki.com/ 
 

If you do not want to register on any page, just take a screenshot of your avatar, then save it 

to your computer. 
 

4. Bio 
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Write a brief description of who you are. Feel free to keep it vague at first, until you are more 

comfortable with what you want to share. (e.g. secondary science teacher in Dufferin-Peel CSSB).   

Again, having a short bio sends the message you are not a spammer. 
  

5. You will be asked if you want to link to your Facebook page (if you have one).   Do not do this at this 

point; you have the option of changing your mind later. 

 
Suggestions: 

● Remember to use common sense.  Be careful about tweeting personal information.  Follow the rules 

you set out for your own students and/or children, e.g.,  “Do not say you are away on a holiday and 

won’t be returning until….” 
● If you use Twitter on your phone, check what kind of text-messaging plan you have with your phone 

carrier. (You don’t want to run up bills!) 
● Twitter has a great help section that they will slide you into when you register. You can also access it 

later. 
● Like any group of communicators, jargon develops.  An easy page to clarify terms can be found at: 

http://personalweb.about.com/od/twitterterms/a/Twitter-Language.htm 
● Tweechme is a great, free app , created by Susan Bearden to teach teachers how 

to use Twitter for professional learning. 

 

 

➲ Finding people/groups to follow on Twitter ← 

A twitter account is associated with a name or a “handle” that starts with @.  STAO’s social media committee 

suggests that you follow these groups: 
 @staoapso  STAO (acronym in English & French) 
 @ONedchat  Ontario EdChat  (Ed = education) 
 @cdnedchat  Canadian EdChat  
 
Others (Note: these are not case-sensitive when you type in the names) 
Your school board is likely on Twitter (e.g. @PeelSchools), like most professional education groups. 
 @GreenLearning GreenLearning Canada 
 @UGA_WiSci  Women in Science 

@explorecuriocity CurioCity (part of Let’s Talk Science) 
 @ON_EcoSchools   

@TDSB_TechEducation 
@OCT_OEEO   

You will find people to follow as you participate in Twitterchats (more below). 
When you find someone you want to follow, click on their picture to see some of the people they follow.  

Chances are one or more of these people/groups will also appeal to you. 
 

 

➲ Twitterchats-- #STAOChat ← 

What is a Twitterchat? 
A “twitterchat” is a scheduled conversation about a topic.  Teachers have taken to Twitter more than any other 

group, and there are hundreds of scheduled twitterchats on different topics. 
 
The group that hosts a twitterchat has selected a “hashtag” (twitterchat name) to identify the group; it is 

preceded by # , e.g., #STAOChat.  Including the hashtag in all your tweets in a chat is essential to ensure 

your tweet enters the chat. 

http://personalweb.about.com/od/twitterterms/a/Twitter-Language.htm
http://personalweb.about.com/od/twitterterms/a/Twitter-Language.htm
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Twitterchat Protocol and Etiquette  

1. Introduce yourself when you join in.  Expect multiple “welcomes” ☺ 

2.  Don’t be afraid to lurk – but also try to join in when comfortable. 

3. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. If you are confused or simply don’t understand the question, speak 
up and ask! 
 

 4. Add the hashtag associated with the tweet chat to the end of each tweet.  

 5. Most chats use a Q1/A1 format. For example, 

  Q1: What grade do you teach? #STAOChat     (the twitterchat moderator posts this) 

  A1: gr 11 and 12 Biology   #STAOChat      (participants respond this way) 

6. Retweet tweets that you like/find useful. 

7. Follow those twitterers (tweeps) that you like.  

8. Tweet chats are public. Remember all of your tweets are public.  These are still all showing on your 
Twitter timeline 

 
 
 

➲ #STAOChat ← 

WHEN? 3rd Wed of each month, 8-9 pm 
The information about each chat will be sent out in STAONews and in STAO’s other social media channels 

including the topic and the 5 questions, usually several days before the chat date.  
 
These two links give a  complete listing of all education related Twitterchats (and times): 
http://cybraryman.com/chats.html Cybraryman (extensive) 
https://sites.google.com/site/twittereducationchats/education-chat-calendar monitored by educators 
 
Here is a list of other “chats” that might interest you: 
#ONedchat every other Wed  8 pm 
#cdnedchat Monday 
#edchat  Tues 7 pm, weekly (American, but expands to North American) 
#CanEdu Canadian Education 
#CdnPSE Canadian Post Secondary Education 
 

 

➲ STAO’s Professional Learning Network (PLN) includes: ←  

Twitter: @staoapso  
  #STAOChat  
Google +: staoapso  
Facebook: staoapso  
Instagram: staoapso  

Pinterest: staoapso (will be up and running by Dec 2015) 
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